
r. INTRODUCTION

The spin-dependent recombination (SDR) phe-
nomenon \ ra^s reported by Lepine.l He observed a change
of the photoconductivity of a silicon sample when
electron-paramagnetic-resonance (EPR) transitions were
induced between magnetic sublevels of a recombination
center. The conductivity $ras measured by applying
electrical contacts to the sample which was placed in a
microwave cavity and illuminated with band-gap light.
Later SDR $/as also detected in Si/SiO2 interfaces,z in
plastically deformed silicon crystals,3'4 and in porous
silicon.s Based on the SDR via a phosphorus donor in
bulk silicon the technique of magnetic field mea^surements
has been proposed.o The method has also been applied
to detect structural defects in ?njunctions.T-Ll There it
seems to be especially promising since in a ?n junction
excess carriers can be injected electrically, which enables
one to control their number and type.

In addition a similar, but contact-free, technique of the
SDR-spectra detection has also been proposed.2'12-15 In
this experimental scheme variations of the cavity Q factor
reflect resonant changes in losses of the electric microwave
field component due to the absorption by photoexcited
free carriers. When applicable, this method appears to
be more sensitive than conventional EPR by a few or-
ders of magnitude. In the past it has served to detect
several new spectra of the radiation defects in the ex-
cited triplet states Si-PT L,t' Si-PT3,13 Si-PT4,la and Si-
PT5.15 In practice application of this method can hardly
be distinguished from the usual EPR with illumination of
the sample. Therefore under certain conditions when the
concentration of defects is relatively high, both EPR and
SDR can contribute to detectable signals and the problem
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of their separation arises. However, the roles of electric
and magnetic components of the microwave field are es-

sentially different: The magnetic component induces an
EPR transition while the electric component is used to
detect the changes in photoconductivity. Therefore, the
electric and magnetic components do not necessarily have
to have the same frequency; i.e., the magnetic resonance
can, for example, be induced at a rad.io frequency by
means of a coil, while the detection of photoconductivity
changes is carried out at a microwave frequency. Such
an experiment has been performed.lo The SDR spectra
of the shallow donors (P and Ar) were observed in low
magnetic fields of the order of a few hundred gauss as well
as the spectra of excited triplet states of radiation defects

[spectra Si-PTl and SLl (Ref. 17)J. Moreover, even in the
absence of the oscillating magnetic field the lines of pho-
toconductivity changes \ilere observed at the points of the
anticrossing of the triplet state magnetic sublevels.l3'14'1E
These SDR results in low fields \rere later reproduced by
Greulich-Weber.11

Several models have been proposed in order to describe
SDR quantitatively. In the model of Lepinel the recom-
bination occurs via a center which is assumed to have
an electron spin S : L 12. The cross section of the re-
combination process depends on the spin polarizations
of the carriers and the recombination centers. The satu-
ration of EPR transitions of the centers diminishes their
polarization and changes the recombination rate. This
model cannot account for the magnitude of the SDR ef-
fect which appeared to be about 100 times stronger than
the model predicted. In the approach of Kaplan et ol.Le

an electron and a hole are assumed to form a weakly
bound pair which can have either a singlet or a triplet
spin configuration. The triplet state has a longer lifetime
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than the singlet and the transition to the singlet state is
forbidden; therefore, an electron-hole pair in the triplet
state can only dissociate without recombination. If due
to an EPR transition the spin of either the electron or
the hole is altered, the pair will be able to recombine.
Recently a model describiog SDR via a Pt center in sil-
icon has been developed by Lannoo et al.zo It provides
a more elaborate treatment of the process as applied to
that particular defect. A simple model of SDR via ex-
cited triplet states of radiation defects in silicon has been
proposed in Ref. 13 and will be developed in more detail
in the following section.

In practice optically detected magnetic resonance
(ODMR) and SDR spectra are often observed in the same
sample and from the same defects since the intensity of
luminescence is also strongly connected with the recom-
bination process.

The objective of this work uras to investigate
the main features of both the microwave- and dc-
photoconductivity-based techniques of SDR detection
and to make a comparison of these methods. Utilizing
the SDR technique we nrere able to characterize some of
the radiation-induced structural defects, involved in the
carriers recombination process. Namely, w€ were able to
determine spin-Hamiltonian p:rameters for the Si-PT1
and Si-PT4 spectra.

U. THEOR,ETICAL ASPECTS

A. Probabilities of a triplet-singlet transition

Let us consrider a hypothetical defect incorporating two
electrons in two broken bonds in an external magnetic
field. Their wave functions & and b will form odd and
even linear combinations, i.e., bonding and antibonding
orbitalsq-(o*U)lrfZ ande - @-q|rt. Inthe
ground state both electrons will occupy the bonding or-
bital. A process of excitation and deexcitation of the
defect, schematically depicted in Fig. 1, can serve as a re-
combination channel. The defect in the ^90 ground state
can capture a photoexcited electron from the conduction
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band and a hole from the valence band. As a result the
defect will go to an excited state. If this state is also
a singlet (St), the defect almost immediately will relax
to its ground state, thus accomplishing the act of carrier
recombination and making itself available as a carrier
trap. On the other hand, the excited triplet state ("t )
is metastable because the T1 -) ,Ss transition is forbid-
den. A spin-orbit coupling, ho\f,rever, partially allows the
transition to the ground singlet state. The probability
of this transition Rrn is proportional to the square of the
matrix element of the spin-orbit coupling operator Tlso
between the ground state ,So and the sublevel ff with
spin projection m (* - -1, 0, and *1):

R^ ^/ l(So l?tsolTill'

ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE VERSUS SPIN-

(1)

FIG. 1. Processes
tion via a hypothetic
details).

of the photoexcited
deep-level defect in

carriers recombina-
silicon (see text for

The wave functions Se and ff can be chosen as follows:

rï - Ql{r)('1, €z - rtz€t)*, o.z,

Tl : (I12)(?t €z - qz€t)(o tgz * azg),
r;
^So - Q lfr)qrqr(o, gz - o.zgr),, (2)

where o and B are the electron spin rvave functions, cor-
responding to the positive and negative spin projections,

Irp".tively. 
The spin-orbit coupling operator is defined

?{so - A(["i + I;.s ), (3)

where h is the angular momentum operator of the ith
electron, si is its spin momentum operator, and A is a
scalar constant. The direct calculation of the matrix el-
ements of this operator yields

(sol?ísolry) - +((rl,"l€) + i(,tl,rl€)),

(sol?ísolr,o) - -+hll"l(); (4)
trQ,rt'

l, ls, and l" are defined in a coordinate frame connected
with the magnetic field. Tbansforming them in the crys-
tal coordinate frame for every magnetic field orientation
one obtains angular dependences of the transition prob
abilities.

B. Kinetics of the recombination process
via an excited triplet state

Let us consider a silicon sample illuminated by band-
gap light. This illumination will produce excited carriers
with the rate G. A carrier can be either captured by a
defect in its ground state with the probability o or re-
combine via some other channel with the probability R.
The carriers concentration n. will be determined by these
processes of generation and recombination. Suppose the
concentration of the defect in the sample is n,p. A part of
them with the concentration nso is in the ground state,
and the rest is in the excited triplet state. The popu-
lation of the triplet state sublevels l0), l+), and l-) is
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no , n* , and n- , respectively. The transitions fï -) ,So

take place with the probability R, and the transition
fl -) ,So with the probability R0. The transitions be-
tween the magnetic sublevels can also occur with W as
the spin relaxation rate (the Boltzmann polarization is
being disregarded). If magnetic-resonance conditions are
satisfied for the sublevels l+) and l0), the transitions be-
tween them occur with the probability B. The whole
system can then be described with the following set of
equations:
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dno

dt
OTl,"Tl,go

- no Ro - (2no - n+ - n-)w

-(no - n+\8,
OTl,"Tl,go

- n, R - (n- - no)w. (g)

(8)
t-dn :
dt

rtD:ftSo*n+*no*n-,

*-G-o,,.Tt,so-Rn",

In the steady state, when external parameters are chang-
itrg slowly and

dn+ dno dn-
T- i_ T -0' (10)

the linear equations (7)-(9) can be solved together with
respect to fr* , n0, and n-. Their sum will grve the total
concentration of the defects in the triplet state:

(5)

(6)

(7)

nT : no + n* + n-: 
!on"nsoF(B),dn+ :

dt
OTl,"Tl,go

- n+R - (n* - no)(w + B),
where

(R + W)(zRo + R + eW) + B(Ro + 5^R + sW)
(R + w)(RRo + zRw + RoW) + B(RRo + zRW + RoW + R2)

(1r)

( 12)

Flom (5) and (6)

G_

F(B)-

follows

OTl,uÍ|, p

1+ Ion"F(B)
* Rn".

Solving the square equation (13) with respect to rle rrÍe
obtain the concentration of the free carriers. The SDR
signal is proportional to the change of the carriers con-
centration when the system is brought in the magnetic-
resonance conditions and B changes from 0 to some finite
value. Since n. is a function of R and fto, whose values
depend on the direction of the magnetic field, ffi has been
shown in the previous subsection, the magnitude of the
SDR signal is also expected to be angular dependent.

rII. EXPERIMENT

The material used in the SDR experiments was high-
resistivity (300 O cm) float-zoned n-type phosphorus-
doped silicon. The samples $rere cut along a (110)
crystalline direction from a (111)-oriented silicon slice
of =0.7 mm thickness and irradiated by l-MeV elec-
trons to a number of doses from 1016 to 101E cm-Z. dc
and microwave SDR measurements were performed in an
X-band superheterodyne spectrometer equipped with a
cylindrical TEorl cavity, placed in a stainless-steel helium
cryostat, and with the magnetic-field modulation at L2.3
Hz. The sample was illuminated via a quartz rod by a
high-pressure 200-W xenon lamp. Due to a considerable
heat input caused by the lamp, the temperature of the
measurements was slightly elevated and nras about 15 K.
In the experiment the magnet could be rotated, allow-
iog the position of the sample to be kept constant with

I

respect to the light source.
In the microwave-photoconductivity experiment the

sample \ilas displaced by about a quarter of the radius
from the axis of the cavity in order to have it in a po-
sition where both the electric and magnetic components
of the microwave field irre nonzero.

In the dc-photoconductivity experiment the sample
wÍui mounted in the center of the cavity directly on the
quartz lightguide. In order to ensure good Ohmic contact
two opposite (2lI) surfaces of the sample were covered
by metallic indium and two copper wires were pressed
against these sulfaces. The sample was serially connected
with a load resistor, tuned to have the same resistance
as the sample. A direct current rras passed through this
circuit and changes of the voltage drop across the sample
were detected by a lock-in amplifier.

I\/. EXPERIMENTA,L RESULTS

The SDR spectra typically observed in the course of
this study are depicted in Fig. 2. These are the Si-PT1
and Si-PT4, reported earlier.L2,L4 The intensity of the
Si-PT1 spectrum was much higher than that of Si-PT4;
therefore Si-PT1 has been chosen as the subject of the de-
tection conditions study, described in the following sub
section. We \ryere also able to obtain a conventional-EPR
spectrum of this defect. This allowed for a direct com-
parison of sensitivities of the EPR and SDR methods.

For the samples, whose size was large enough to ensure
an optimal cavity filling factor, the microwave method of
detection SDR appeared to be more sensitive than the
dc measurements. This is in contrast to the other SDR
results .11,22 We attribute this fact to an extremely high

(13)
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( 15),(r) -1+
where

u'(r) -
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4nio t /
- e (u) * ie't (r),

U

300 350

2W 2n 370 380
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FIG. 2. EPR spectra in electron-irradiated silicon.
(.) spectrum Si-PT1, detected by dc- and microwave-
photoconductivity nariations; (b) and (.), enlarged parts
of spectrum Si-PTf with 2esi hyperfine satellites. Sharp
lines at 280 and 381 mT belong to the spectrum Si-PT4.

sensitivity of our X-band spectromet€r,23 since, in fact,
in the case of a tnicrowave SDR experiment the detection
part of an EPR spectrometer is being utilized. Moreover,
it appeared that resonance lines were broader in case of
the dc SDR, while for the microwave method of detection
the linewidth was equal to that of an EPR line.

Dependences of the signals on various experimental p.-
rameters Írre outlined below in detail.

4rne21- *'fr2 + (L l"')l

4nnez
," (r) _ m'urlr' + (t 11121'

When the concentration of carriers changes, the corre-
sponding change in e' will produce a dispersion signal,
whereas the change in e" will manifest itself in absorp
tion. The dispersion signal is thus proportional to de' f dn
and absorption to de" ld". The absorption to dispersion
ratio will then be

14{ l!9, : u)r.
(dr" ld")

(16)

(17)

Since in our experiment v - w f 2n is of the order of
9 GHz and r for the temperature of 15 K is approx-
imately 0.7 x 10-13 s, this ratio appeÍrrs to be about
4 x 10-3. The ur quantity is known to play a key role
in the observation of the cyclotron resonarlce. Control
experiments on unirradiated silicon crystals have shown
that the signal of cyclotron resonance in this material
drops dramatically when the temperature rises from L.7
to 15 K.

A. SDR, signal detection conditions

7. Diepersion ond obeoltion

Although, as we have already pointed out, an SDR
experiment resembles very much a standard photo-EPR
measurement, there are a few important differences in
the conditions for these two experiments. The dispersion
component is always present in the EPR signal. More-
over, when the EPR transition is saturated this compo-
nent becomes much stronger than the absorption part.
However, microwave-SDR signals were only observable
when our spectrometer was tuned to absorption. The
dispersion signal was at least two orders of magnitude
weaker than absorption.

To explain this fact let us consider an electron gas af-
fected by a periodic electrostatic field E - ^E exp( -iut).
Its conductance o (see, for example, Ref. 24) is given by

o(r): *;,
ne2rro: *, (14)

where n is the concentration of electrons, rn* is their
effective mass, € is their charge, and r is an average time
between two scattering events. The dielectric constant e

of such a gas is

2. Dependence on the tnicltnooe pxrtret'

Another characteristic feature of the microwave-
detected SDR signals is their anomalous dependence on
the incident microwave po$'er. A signal of conventional
EPR is proportional to the number of transitions between
the magnetic sublevels. In the absence of saturation this
number gro\rs ÍLs the square of the magnetic component
of the microwave field, i.e., a^s the incident microwave
power P. A voltage from a linear detector is propor-
tional to the square root of po\ rer; therefore an EPR
signal is proportional to tE. At higher po\iler when the
transition is saturated, the EPR signal does not depend
on the power. Figure 3 presents a dependence of the Si-
PTI spectrum line intensities on microwave po\iler. This
dependence appears to be quadratic for low pon/er levels
and becomes linear when the power is high, contrary to
what one would expect for an EPR signal.

In case of microwave SDR'the variation of the power
absorbed by free carriers is proportional to the change
of their concentration times the square of the electric
field component. Since, for the small nalues of P, the
change in the carriers concentration depends linearly on
the number of EPR transitions, the signal from a linear
detector will be proportional to P. Even when the EPR
transition is heavily saturated, the microwave-SDR signal
will still be growing u ,,,[F because the amplitude of the
E component is increasing. For dc SDR the saturation
was obsenirable (see Fig. 4) since in this case the signal

cb
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differ by an ord,er of 10. Such a rather unexpected re-
sult can, however, easily be understood. In c:rse of the
microwave-SDR experiment the signal occurs as a result
of the electric-field-component absorption by free carri-
ers. This signal is proportional to the total number of
the carriers, i.e., to the product of their concentration
and the volume of the sample. In case of a dc-SDR ex-
periment the situation is different. The resistivity of the
sample is given by

R- *,

Arr - - 
AoUoSL)'r 

,(1 + Rvln1z'

A(J - -us9'o4o

(18)

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.o
Square root of power (mW)%

FIG. 3. Line intensity dependence of the Si-PT1 mi-
cronrave-detected SDR spectrum on the microwave po\ver.
o, low-field line; [, high-field line. Étt (111), ?-15 K,
v : 9.2t3 648 GHz.

does not depend on the E component of the microwave
field.

3. Dependence on the eize of the eornple

We have performed measurements on samples of differ-
ent sizes, exposed to the same dose of irradiation under
the same experimental conditions, applyiog both the mi-
crowave and dc technique of detection. We have found
that while the microwave-SDR signal magnitude is pro-
portional to the volume of the sample, the dc-SDR signal
has the sorne magnitude Ío, the samples whose uolurnes

01234
Square root of power (mW)%

FIG. 4. Saturation curves of the Si-PT1 low-field spec-
trum line, detected by means of the microwave- (o) and
dc- (+) photoconductivity variations. Étt (111), T-Ll K,
v - 9.213 648 GHz.

where / is the distance between the electric contacts, 
^9

is their surface, and o is the conductivity of the sample.
Because the sample is serially connected with a load, the
voltage drop across the sample is

U_ UoR (le)
R+ Rt'

where Us is the power supply voltage, and Rp is the
value of the load resistor. In our experiment we used
Uo

small change of the conductivity A,o will in this case be

0

(20)

If we choose Rn egual to ^R in order to have the maximal
response and take into account (18), w€ arrive at

(21)

100

The voltage response appears to be independent from the
size of the sample, provided of course that the latter re-
mains sufficiently large to be treated macroscopically. In
our experiment we estimated the maximal nalue of Ao lo
to be = 5 x 10-3. The detection limit of the method
in our case \rra^s approximately two orders of magnitude
lower than this value.

B. EPR results

In a sample exposed to a relatively high (- 101E .m-2)
irradiation dose a conventional EPR spectrum of the Si-
PT1 defect has been observed. The detection of the EPR
spectrum wa^s possible only at extremely low microwave
pou/er levels of = 10 pW. As can be seen from Fig. 5 this
spectrum is observable both in absorption and dispersion
and the magnitude of the signal is in both modes approx-
imately the same. The phases of high- and low-field lines
of the spectrum are opposite.' The low- and high-field
lines correspond to absorption and to emission of the mi-
crowave po\rer, respectively. This feature is typical for
an BPR spectrum of a defect in an excited triplet state
and \f,ta.s, for example, observed for the oxygen-vacancy
complex,lT At higher microwave power both lines have
the same phase and are detectable only in absorption
mode.

Both EPR and SDR line intensities are strongly an-
gular dependent. The experimental points could only be
measured in a relatively small range of angles close to
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FIG. 5. Low- (") and high- (b) field lines of Si-PT1 de-
tected under conditions of the conventional EPR, in disper-
sion and absorption modes, and by microwave photoconduc-
tivity changes. Gain for EPR signals is 103 times higher than
for SDR. EPR signals were detected with a micron'ave po$'er
at the level of = 10 pW, the power level for the SDR signal
is * 1 mw. Étt t111) , T:15 K, v:9.213558 GHz.

[111J. Fitting of such incomplete angular dependences
has a high degree of uncertainty and is somewhat specu-
lative. Nevertheless, nte \ilere able to determine the sym-
metry of the Si-PT1 and Si-PT4 defects and to obtain
their spin-Hamiltonian parameters, assumiog that both
spectra :ue associated with an S - I state and that the
two lines belong to two transitions m : *.1 +l 0.

An angular dependence of the magnetic resonance field
for the Si-PT1 spectrum is plotted in Fig. 6. These data
can be fitted with a spin Hamiltonian of trigonal symme-
try, including an electron-ZeemêD, a fine-structure, and
a hyperfine-structure terms in the following form:

?ísi-p1 - psÉ. g . 5 + iS. 5 + 5. asi' isi,, (zz)

where the symbols have their usual meaning.2s The pa-
rameters are found to be gll _ 2.0076, 9t: 2.003, and
D : *.L207 MHz. The nalues of the parameters g;1 and
D could be established very accurately since they are
only determined by the line positions in the (111) di-
rection that are well measuted. The hyperfine splitting
(see Fig. 2) arises from interaction with one 2esi nu-

cleu.s (/ - Llz, 4.770 abundance) and for títt (111) the
hyperfine-constant nalue Ási - 285 MHz could be esti-
mated. As can also be seen from FiS. 7, extra splitting
due to the interactions with more distant silicon nuclei is
obsenrable and results in a complicated lineshape.

Under similar assumptions as for Si-PT1, the angular
dependence of the Si-PT4 spectrum (see Fig. 8) could be

o102íJ-304íJ-so607íJ-8090
ANGLE (degrees)

FIG. 6. Angular dependence of resonance field of the
Si-PTl spectrum. fl, experiment; solid lines, computer fit.
T-15 K, v:9.2I3 648 GHz.

fitted with the following spin Hamiltonian of monoclinic
symmetry:

?{si-pr4 : pBÉ - g. 3 + 5 . P . S. (23)

The parameters of this spin Hamiltonian are summarized
in Table I.

37o-.5 37t.O 37 L.5 372.O

MAGNETIC FIELD (rnT)

FIG . 7. Detailed scan of the high-field Si-PT1 spec-
trum line, taken by means of microwave-detected SDR.
u - 9.216 294 GHz, T-15 K.
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FIG. 8. Angular dependence of resonance field of the
Si-PT4 spectrum. fl, experiment; solid lines, cornputer fit.
T-15 K, v:9.2163 GHz.

V. DISCUSSION OF EPR RESULTS

It ha^s been suggested that the Si-PT 1 SDR spec-
trum and luminescence with zero-phonon line at 0.97 eV
arise from the same defect.26 Accordiog to the results
of an ODMR study on this luminescence band the sym-
metry of the defect is monoclinic at L.7 K but at the
elevated temperature of =30 K the motional averag-
ing yields a trigonal spectrum whose spin-Hamiltonian
parameters2T a.re very close to those of the Si-PT1 de-
fect, reported here (see Table II). In Ref. 27 an intersti-
tial silicon atom bonded to two adjacent substitutional
carbon atoms has been proposed as a model of the 0.97-
eV-luminescence-associated defect. Since the interstitial

TABLE I. Spin-Hamiltonian parameters of the Si-PT4
spectrum as obtained from the analysis with effective spin
S: 1. Eigenvector frz for both tensors is parallel to the [011]
direction; vector frr is not far from [111] and makes an angle
0 with [011]. Absolute signs of the D-tensor principal values
cannot be determined in an EPR or SDR experiment.

Tensor Principal values
Tz

Angle
0 (deg)

2.005 2.0L2 2.027 x34

TABLE II. The rralues of the Si-PT1 spin-Ha'niltonian pa-
rameters compared to the parameters of the trigonal spectrum
of the 0.97 eV luminescence line defect. The latter nalues were
found by averaging the parameters of the monoclinic defect,
reported in Ref. 27, over three equivalent Cn distortions.

[111] lol1l

Defect 9t

Si-PT1 2.0076 2.003 L207

Defect associated
with the 0.97-eV 2.004 2.003
luminescence line

1201 308

atom can hop between three equinalent monoclinic distor-
tions and at higher temperature (when the frequency of
hopping becomes higher than the characteristic measur-
iog frequency), a motionally averaged trigonal spectrum
emerges.

We observe the Si-PT1 spectrum at a temperature
lower than 30 K, reported in Ref. 27. One might try
to ascribe this fact to the difference in the measuring fre-
quency (X band in the current work versuÍi a band in
Ref. 27). Indeed, in another study on ?-irradiated sili-
con diodes, also performed in X band, Yan et d^ have
observed a trigonal ODMR spectrum with the param-
eters similar to that of Si-PT1, coming from the 0.97-
eV zero-phonon luminescence line.2E However, our con-
trol mea.surements in a K-band spectrometer at nv6 K
have also revealed only the trigonal Si-PT1 spectrlrm.
It is then more likely to assume that, contrary to the
samples used in the present experiment, the materials of
Ref. 27 contained a substantial amount of internal strain.
It is this strain that "freezes" the 0.97-e$-lnrninescencÈ
related defect in monoclinically distorted configuratiorut
and makes the barrier for reorientation higher.

If \rye a^ssume that Si-PTf and the 0.97-eV-
luminescence-related defects are identical, we can calcu-
late angular dependences of the transition probabilities

0.0

-2002040@E0
Angle (degrees)

FIG. 9. Angular dependence of the Si-PT1 SDR spectrum
line intensity. o, experimentl solid line, computer simula-
tion. The values of the parameters aite rcp: 1 x 101{ cE-3,
Tlr_

cm 3s-t,R - 2x 103 s-1, Blc - 1x 10-a,wlc - gx L0-2.
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from its ?i" magnetic sublevels to the ground state ,5s.

We choose the Z axis of the defect-related coordinate
frame in such a way that it will coincide with a (111) crys-
talline direction. P" and P, silicon orbitals can be chosen
as one-electron wave functions a and b. Then bonding
and antibonding orbitals will be q - (P, * Po) lrt and

€ : (P, - Py) |rt. Using the formulas (4) we obtain

\/I. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a theoretical treatment of the spin-
dependent recombination of photoexcited carriers via an
excited triplet state of a defect center. The dc and mi-
crorffave variations of the SDR technique have been dis-
cussed and compared. The technique has been subse-

quently applied to study Si-PT1 and Si-PT4 radiation de-

fects in silicon. For the Si-PT1 center the signal detection
conditions have been investigated. We have found that
the intensity of the spectral lines, measured by means

of micronrave SDR in the absence of saturation, depends
quadratically on the microwave power, contrary to a con-
ventional EPR, where this dependence is known to be

linear. It has also been found that the dc-SDR line in-
tensity does not depend on the size of the sample. Fur-
ther, the angular dependences of the resonance magnetic
field for the Si-PT1 and Si-PT4 defects has been studied
and the parameters of their spin Hamiltonians have been

determined. Following the current results it has been
suggested that the Si-PT1 defect is also responsible for
the 0.97-eV zero-phonon line luminescence.

fl ''., +sin2 ó, - f, "io'ó,
Ro - +cos2 ó, - C cosz g, (24)

with C as a constant and ó as the angle between the
direction of the magnetic field and a (111) crystalline
axis. Using formulas (11)-(13) and (24) we have simu-
lated an angular dependence of the SDR signal intensity
(see Fig. 9). Although the combination of the rralues of
the parameters is not unique, the simulation seems to de-
scribe the experiment. Despite many attempts we were
not able to detect SDR lines in other directions of the
magnetic field.
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